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literatures from palm leaf and paper manuscripts and his good work being continues even as you read this book.
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Book Publisher” by IIT Chennai.
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important facets of our ancient culture.

I thank the Almighty for introducing him to me and dedicate my growth to him in this field of  Varmam medicine. If  not

for him I would have not been able to reach this position from where I'm able to think of opening up the subject on a

larger platform for a wider audience.
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S Ramesh Babu
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Preface
Varmam is an ancient, inherent and intuitive practice of  healing that was prominent long before the advent of  medicines

and therapies, which arrived much later, comparatively recently. Its systematic applications have been documented by sages

and gurus in ancient Tamil manuscripts. All the time, human beings perform 'varmam' stimulation of  some kind or the

other on themselves or on another person without conscious knowledge of what and why it's being done.

It has been experienced that Varmam can be successfully integrated and is capable of  coexisting very well with any of  the

other healing systems that are part of  the 'AYUSH' (Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy). Siddha Varmam

is practiced in common. Similarities have been observed between many of  the Indian or Asian Healing Systems which are

speculated to have probably incubated from Varmam.

This book is the result of  a synthesis carried out by the authors on the Varmam points documented in two books, 'Varma

Bheerangi - 100' and 'Varma Kannaadi - 500' written by different authors.

Consolidation of these two books which are themselves derived from various manuscripts, which are  very valuable

treasures in the Tamil literature regarding the Varmam Therapy and system of  medicine, is presented in this book. We have

tried to congregate details regarding various aspects of  the system like the locations or varmam points, nomenclature, signs

and symptoms of  injury to varmam points, relieving techniques in case of  trauma or injury, time windows within which

relief has to be given and after which treatment should not be tried, therapeutic benefits of each location and stimulation

techniques. 'Varma Bheerangi- 100'  and 'Varma Kannaadi- 500' are readable Tamil derivatives from ancient manuscripts

from which we have sincerely attempted to derive and deliver details to the best possible accuracy. In case of  any discrep-

ancies we are open to any suggestions and it would be our pleasure and grateful endeavor to incorporate them in the

book's next revision. Please note that the comparative study is only on the individual 'Varmam' and its definitions.

If any content within this book, provides food for thought or allows anyone to initiate a dialogue which identifies with the

reader's information and previous knowledge about Varmam, they are most welcome to approach the authors with

substantial evidence or proof.

By this exercise, it is meant to include all existing knowledge about this waning science as a whole, wherein their contribu-

tion would be added into the next revision of the book, with due credits, thereby enriching society's knowledge bank, and

making it an error free source and authority on the subject to the society in due course of time.
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Introduction
‘Varmam’ is an ancient art and science of  healing from the land which forms present day region of  Tamil Nadu in southern

India, with supposed roots in the area of Kanyakumari.  It uses touch, pressure, and even a focused vision on points of the

patient’s body to regulate subtle energy fields, thereby impacting the human body and its systems in certain ways, and

influencing it to react in favourable manner so as to heal holistically.

It is really a matter of  great concern in today’s fast-paced world, that India in general has gradually lost, and severed on its

own, the firm roots of  many of  its ancient sciences, arts, languages and traditional practices.  Though the outer world has

started accepting and learning many of  these today, as can be seen in the hordes of  westerners thronging to learn Yoga,

Ayurveda and Vipassana in Mysuru, Hrishikesh, Igatpuri, Dharamshala, etc., Indians themselves are a bit skeptical about

leaning towards or learning from their past, rich heritage.  Application of  these practices at home, which was the norm at

one point of time, has come to an almost abrupt end.

It has come to a stage where ‘Varmam’, a science dealing with rejuvenation of  the body, mind and soul as a whole needs

rejuvenation today.  Varma Kalpa Rejuvenation Center has taken upon itself  the mantle of  rejuvenating this science and has

been operating since the last couple of years with this sole mission.  Our endeavor is to revive this ancient science and bring

it to not only the people of India but the entire world and showcase its prowess in healing and well-being of all mankind.

Leading as such mechanical lives, most of  us lose focus as to what it is that ultimately each one of  us is looking for.

Happiness, health and satisfaction, which comes from the coordination between the soul, mind and body, and finally the

resultant inner peace.  It is due to lack of this coordination that most of us differ vastly in speech and action, planning and

implementation, the list goes on.

‘Varmam’, as a science focuses on all these three aspects, with emphasis on the path traversed by the soul, which is the

source of  all energy across the body.  It has been proved by many studies of  Aasaans, past and present that, during this

journey, the soul resides for some time at certain points, using these stops as bays for energizing the body.  This path is

traced and used for diagnosis, treatment and relieving people of  their pain, through the science and practice of  ‘Varmam’.

It is to be noted however that, during the process, communication with the soul, if  interrupted, creates health challenges.

The main objective behind bringing out this book is to enhance the reach of  the science of  ‘Varmam’ as much as possible,

to a larger and wider audience than at present.  This would enable us to learn more about ourselves, our own bodies, minds

and souls, thereby presenting us better chances of coordination between our mind, body and soul thereby creating har-

mony with nature as a whole.
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healthy living. He has trained a number of  people on this art of  healing till-date and the number is ever increasing even as

you read.

He is also working untiringly towards getting a patent and recognition for the 'Varmam' therapy and its origin which is
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About the Title Page
The title page of  this books denotes the way in which this Science of  Varmam is currently prevailing in our country. The

knowledge contained in the Varmam is very vast and limitless and reaches the sky, but the roots has to be strengthened so

as to spread the knowledge to more and more poeple. The shade as of now is very limited since many few use or know

about this system.

Varmams domains of  wisdome is not limited, it represents the worldly things and in addition to the attainment of

spirituual levels.

the . The greenery represents land and the effect Varmam can spread oover earth just like th ecool envrionment the shade

under a tree soothese the mind, body  and soul of a tired vagabond resting under the terer,'

The sky represents the spiritual component of  Varmma

Varmam has its spread from defense to offense to attainment of  the higher soul towards spriituality which is completely

possible, provided the roots grow stronger for the tree to reach the  sky.

Annexure

Measurements

Maathirai or Force

The force with which a Varmam point is hit is known as Maathirai. Even one of  the 96 Thoduvarmam points injured with

a higher force is treated as a paduvarma or a dangerous injury. Maathirai are of  four categories depending on the depth

and intensity of pressure applied:

· ¼ Maathirai

· ½ Maathirai

· ¾ Maathirai

· Full Maathirai

There is no much evidence or documentation to explain about the exact pressure that has to be applied but it is followed

by practitioners and doctors based on the individual experience. While practicisng varmam, more attention need to be

paid towards the patient in understanding the expressions and pressure that he is comfortable with. The eyes speak the

language of pain and reflects the pain going through by the person.

Avathi or Time Duration

Avathi is defined as the time window for providing effective treatment when a person is injured at a varmam point and

is measured in terms of  Gadigai or Naazhigai.

· 1 Gadigai = 1 Naazhigai = 24 minutes.

· 24 hours = 60 Naazhigai.

Avathi also has few more descriptions as given below: -
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